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1'1a "'v8 ., . .,QlScovereQ some verv•• ...L VJ -'.surprlslng 0an0aLl~ers.
By Colleen Dunn Bates

at turns you on. You MAYEVEN KNOW WHAT

BUT DO YOU KNOW WHAT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH HAS DIS-

AROUSESYOU? WOULD YOU BEUEVE THAT PUMPKIN PIE AND

SOME VERY INTENSE SPARKS? EXERCISE, AS YOU PROBABLY

AROUSAL. AND WOMEN SOMETIMES ARE PHYSIOLOGICALLY

. REALIZING IT. WE'VE UNCOVERED A FEW MORE UNFORESEEN

- AND WITH VALfu'ITINE'S DAY AROUND THE CORNER, IT COlJLDN'T

FITTING TIME TO LE.AR.t"1 WHAT SCINTILLATESTHE BOTH OF YOU.
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you're planning to dab a lircle Obsession behind your ears, consider subsrinuing

U!:flllUL crumbs instead. A recent study monitoring the effects of aromas on male

(signified by blood flow to the penis) had unexpected results. "Commercial per-

produced only a 3 to 4 percent increase in penile blood flow, compared to 40 per-

for a blend of doughnut and black licorice," says study head Alan R Hirsch. M.D.,

UUl;l..LVl of the Smell & Taste Treatment and Research Foundation Ltd. in Chicago.

The aromas that proved to be the biggest turn-ons were a mixture of lavender and

pumpkin pie, pumpkin pie and doughnut, and doughnut and black licorice. Although his
research team doesn't know why these sweet smells got the men aroused,. Hirsch theorizes

that the reason is rooted in evolution. "Our ancestors would gather at food kills, where
they had the best chance of meeting a mate." (Ironically, when the smell of roasting

meat was tested, the men didn't respond nearly as strongly as they did to the dessert scents.)
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"~l1.e p :cob1em V~Ti t.h
:tecornmend.ing alcol'lol is
tl'lat too many peonle have
t r ouo Le v~Titl'lset t ing
limits - and. d.:cinking a lot
can cause se:x.ua1d.ysfunction."

Turn-ons
(conrinud from page /43)

terone levels in women rose after
drinking, especially when they were
ovulating. A heightened testosterone
level is linked with increased arousal
in women.

But other studies showed a decrease
in physiological signs of arousal after
drinking, even in women who report-
ed that they felt more turned on. "A
small amount of alcohol may lift inhi-
bitions, and having a drink is a social
cue for attraction, along with dim-
ming lights and music," says
McCormick. "The problem with rec-
ommending it is that tOOmany peo-
ple have trouble with setting limits-
and drinking a lot [can cause] sexual
dysfunction. "

But they knew that back in the
16th eenrury: "It provokes the desire,
but it takes away the performance,"
Shakespeare warned in Macbeth.

these days," McCormick says. "If
you're visual, watch a video or even
better, use your brain to think of vis-
ual images." Tactile people can use
the sense of touch in fantasies: imag-
ining for example, the sensations of a

foot massage or a skinny dip on
a moonlit night. . • \ (

Colleen Dunn Bates, a writer who lives I' !
in pasadena. Calif. is a regular conrribu- I

tor to Shape. . .

Mind-Body Heat
"The best erotica for men and
women is imagination," says
McCormick.

The difficulty can come in putting
it to work. "We all process informa-
tion differently," she says. "So imagi-

nation varies for people who are vis-
ual, or verbal or tactile." The secret is
to discover how you process your
imagination, and then tune in to what
rums you on. "If you're verbal, know
that it's the wo'rds that
work for you. You can read a romance
novel. Most of them are pretty hot
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Turn-ons
(continued from page 115)

lishers, 1994), the main reason
women block out these clear signs of
physical arousal is developmental. "It
starts in childhood, when girls are
taught that their genitals are dirty;"
she says. "Secondly, we're told that
we're not supposed to be hot to trot."

.'

Clothes Make You
Make the Man
What gets an educated woman
more excited: a macho man in blue-
collar duds or a stuffed shirt in a
designer suit?
Women may claim to be turned

on by handsome guys in hard hats,
but in three studies conducted in
1990 and 1993 at Syracuse Univer-
sity, anthropology Professor John
Townsend, Ph.D., discovered that
women are reluctant to date, marry
or sleep "down" from their own par-
ticular status. "We found that the
dweeby guy in the blazer and Rolex
was more attractive to college-edu-
cated women than the handsome
guy in low-status clothes," he says.
"The women say they'll go out with
a construction worker, but then they
really won't."

Social psychologists confirm
Townsend's findings. David M. Buss,
Ph.D., author of The Evolution of
Desire (HarperCollins, 1994), studied
the mating game in 37 countries and
found that a man's wardrobe was the
most significant component of his
attractiveness to women. Nice suits
symbolize higher incomes, and the
reason women choose them also is
rooted in evolution. "Evolutionary
speaking, women are looking for men
who can acquire resources and pro-
tect them, even if they don't really
need that protection anymore," Buss
says. "Women are attracted to men
who look like they can bring home
the bacon."

Love Potion No. 100 Proof
Opinion is divided over 'whether
alcohol is a turn-on for women. One
study, reported in Scientific Ameri-
can in 1994, showed that testes-
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Another theory involves scent ·and memory. "It
could be a direct Pavlovian response that recalls a
man's wife or girlfriend, or an olfactory-evoked nostal-
gic memory from childhood," Hirsch says. "We know
that there is a direct connection berween the olfactory
bulb at the top of the nose and the septal nucleus,
which is the brain's erection center. It could be that
the aromas are simply triggering the septal nucleus."
Next year he'll be conducting the same tests on

women, and based on his evolutionary theory, he
expects women to be turned on by the same sweet,
homey aromas.

Exercise Electricity
Just do it, indeed. Not only does regular exercise
improve your heart, your mood and your jeans size,
but it can help to sexually stimulate you, too. Linda
De Villers, Ph.D., a sex therapist and professor of
i psychology at Pepperdine University in Culver
City, Calif., surveyed the link berween fitness and
kx in 8,000 women. She found that 25 percent of
those who got aerobic exercise at least three times a
week reponed an increase in sexual arousal shortly
after their workouts. Over the long term, 40 per-
cent of the regular exercisers were more easily
aroused, 31 percent had sex more often, and 26
percent climaxed faster. "Much of the short-term
benefit is the physiological boost after exercise that
changes your mood," speculates De Villers. "The

~

Research has proven that we're aroused by power suits and
odor of doughnut. But we wondered what people

responded to outside the lab. So we conducted a completely
unscientific "study": We simply asked men and women what

tums them on, Here's what they said. By Dana Silbiger

("I" • ~

1.)11.8Sale:
"Guys who don't primp and preen."

"I'm one of those power-suit women."
':A. butt in a pair of jeans."

"Drakkar cologne just drives me berserk."
"Long hair and stringed instruments."

4IRain."
')\ full moon."

"Iorn. faded jeans."
"Long, slow kisses."

"Chests,"
"Really tan, strong hands. Yeah,"
"The smell' of Bold detergent."

')\ great smile with tiny dimples on the side."
':A. deep voice,"

')\ cycler's muscular legs."
':A. tan man in Ray-Bans,with one hand on

the steering wheel and the wind blowing his hair,"
"Watching a man play with little kids,"

':A. good dancer."
"Football players,"
':A. guy in boxers."

long-term benefit may be because when people
exercise, they start to feel good about themselves.
That helps feelings of sexuality,"

The Mind Says No, the Body Says Yes
Plenty of women find graphic sexual images to be
more of a turnrff'than anything else. So the results of
a recent study conducted at the University of Amster-
dam may surprise you.

One group of women watched an explicitly porno-
graphic film, the male-oriented piston-and-rod vari-
ety. A second group watched a sexually graphic film
directed by a woman, which featured more gentle
scenes of eroticism. Members of the first group said
they were repelled and offended by the film's content,
but tests measuring their genital blood flow showed
them to be physiologically turned on. In fact, they
were every bit as aroused as the women who watched
the second fUm.
According to Naomi McCormick, Ph.D" president

of the Society for the Scientific Study of Sex, profes-
sor of psychology at State University of New York at
Plattsburgh and author of Sexual Salvations: Affirm-
ing Womens Sexual Rights and Pleasures (Prager Pub-

(continued onpage143)
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